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Vedic or Upamshadic Hinduism was quite different
from the Hinduism of the present d^y. White the; are
able now to rate at their proper value the S£slras
which have hitherto been invested with the authority
of revelation, they find that for their spiritual prdfcres*
they need not go beyond the bounds of their ancestral
religion. Hinduism is rather a collective name tor,
a group of religions. The path pointed by Vaishnavism
is different from the path pointed by Saivism ; both
of these agun, differ from the path pointed by Vedan-
tisrm Yet all who follow these and other paths are
Hindus. There is probably no religion in the irorld
.which allows so much freedom of religious cdtivio
tion and the literature of which is so many-$id*d a$
Hinduism. Educated Hindus whether they be pa0th*»
ists, monotheists, agnostics, or positivists, whether they
seek for Salvation in the path of Knowledge, of Faitft,
or of Love, can find light and guidance in some
part or other of the rich literature of their ancestors
Which has now been placed within their reach by tfce
labours of Sanskrit scholars. They can now take a com-
prehensive view of- all religions and criticise them. * .
* "My answer" says Dr. Bhandarkar "to the second c;la*s of per-
sons spoken of before [Christian Missionaries] who have placed before u»
a religion which they say was alone revealed by God in 'all Its parts at a
certain period in the history' of man, and who call upon as to accept
it on that ground, also rests similarly on the basis supplied to us by the
critical method. Christianity is not the only religion professed by •*• ;
Hinduism, Buddhism, Mahomedanism, and a variety of ojber religions
have flourished in the world, and are still flourishing. Are these the
work of self-deception ? If we say so, we shall simply be playing into
the hands of the opponents of all religion. What are the special claims

